


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study on Xuanhe huapu
NISHIGAMI Masaru
Xuanhe huapu is a painting collection catalogue formed under Emperor Huizong’s Hanlin
Academy in twelfth century. In this catalogue about two hundred thirty painting masters in ten
category were orderd. On each master a brief biography and list of works were written.
Huizong emphasized the attainment of a poetic idea, the mode of scholar-artists, and he chose
to advance the profession of painting to a higher state than other crafts. Painting is comparable
to such scholar-arts as calligraphy and poetry.
So in Xuanhe huapu scholar-painters like Li Gonglin were thought much of importance. I
will investigate biographies of entire catalogue from this points in my paper.
『宣和畫譜』小考
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